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Introduction

Advanced Practice Registered Nurses (“APRNs”) are skilled clinicians, whose expertise could aid immensely in the expansion and affordability of health care in the United States. Unfortunately, their practice is often hobbled by cumbersome collaborative agreements with physicians. A 2011 Institute of Medicine (“IOM”) report on the future of nursing recommended \textit{inter alia} that "[n]urses should practice to the full extent of their education and training.\textsuperscript{2} This would entail uncoupling APRNs from physician oversight of their practice, as current regulation in most states mandates that APRNs must operate to some extent in collaboration with, and accountable to, a supervising physician.

While many states currently have legislation in place—or pending—granting APRNs the right to practice to the extent of their training, the expansion of APRN roles in the care of patients is not without controversy.\textsuperscript{3} The IOM report received backlash from physician groups, including the American Medical Association, who urged that such expansion would not improve quality of care, ostensibly because nurses do not receive the level of training that physicians receive.\textsuperscript{4} Such concerns are, however, almost entirely unsupported by empirical studies, and legislation should ultimately be passed in the States to expand scope of practice for APRNs to the extent of their education.

APRN Practice

“APRN” denotes a specific category of nursing professional as defined by most state practice laws.\textsuperscript{5} An APRN is a medical professional with an advanced nursing (post-graduate) degree in one of four specialties: certified registered nurse anesthetist (CRNA), certified nurse-
midwife (CNM), clinical nurse specialist (CNS), and certified nurse practitioner (CNP). Each of these healthcare practitioner categories specialize in the care of at least one population, including family/individual across the lifespan, adult-gerontology, pediatrics, neonatal, women’s health/gender-related, or psych/mental health. Many institutions conferring APRN degrees carry a credit load which, in other health care degree programs, would be equivalent to a doctoral degree.

Each APRN specialist is trained in a specific area of medical care. The CRNA is trained to provide anesthesia for a diverse spectrum of patients in diverse locations. The CNM provides a wide variety of care to women, “including gynecologic care, family planning services, preconception care, prenatal and postpartum care, childbirth, and care of the newborn.” The CNS “is responsible and accountable for diagnosis and treatment of health/illness states, disease management, health promotion, and prevention of illness and risk behaviors among individuals, families, groups, and communities,” integrating care between and among the three spheres of influence: patient, nurse, and system, much like a hospitalist. Finally, CNPs (or more commonly, “NP”) “diagnose; develop differential diagnoses; order, conduct, supervise, and interpret diagnostic and laboratory tests; and prescribe pharmacologic and non-pharmacologic treatments in the direct management of acute and chronic illness and disease,” and they perform all of these roles across virtually every medical specialty and subspecialty.

In many states, APRNs are restricted by local regulatory schemes that prevent them from practicing to the full extent of their education. Specifically, “Scope of Practice,” a term used with all licensed health practitioners, describes “the rules, the regulations, and the boundaries within which a fully qualified practitioner with substantial and appropriate training, knowledge, and experience may practice in a field of medicine or surgery, or other specifically defined...
field. Under the current regulatory scheme of most states, even though APRNs receive training that qualifies them to practice in areas beyond these limits, they are either entirely denied the right to do so, or must work under restrictive collaborative agreements, wherein they ostensibly are supervised by a physician. As will be demonstrated in this article, these regulatory schemes have nothing to do with empirical evidence regarding patient outcomes, competency, or malpractice concerns; rather, they are simply an outgrowth of unsubstantiated and misleading claims by physicians’ groups that the traditional patriarchal system of physician-led healthcare teams must be preserved.

**The Need for Expanded Scope**

The current impetus for APRN scope of practice expansion is the gap in access to quality medical care, especially primary care. The number of physicians entering into primary care or internal medicine is steadily decreasing, while the number of nurse practitioners (NPs) is increasing. While there is disagreement over the extent of the shortage, experts agree that poor urban and rural areas are most affected. APRNs, if un-tethered from supervising physicians, would be able to expand into rural areas that physicians eschew. Currently, eighteen percent of NPs practice in such rural areas, while CNMs attend a “substantial portion of births” and CRNAs are the sole anesthesia providers in eighty-five percent of those rural areas.

**The Opposition**

The main opposition to expanded scope of practice comes from contentions by physicians that APRNs do not receive adequate training to be entrusted with the full scope of that training. The AMA listed the disparity in clinical experience between doctors and nurses as its main opposition to the IOM report. In 2014, New York State passed legislation expanding practice for registered nurse practitioners. One vocal opponent of that legislation cited the AMA
verbatim in his scathing criticism of the new law.\textsuperscript{21} He further cited to a 1999 study suggesting that NPs may resort to more diagnostic tests, thus negating any economic benefits.\textsuperscript{22} However, no opposing party has actually cited to any research supporting the contention that APRNs provide inferior care; in fact, studies tend to show the opposite. Specifically, a systematic review compiling nearly two decades of research found that “care delivered by APRNs and care delivered by physicians (alone or in teams without an APRN) produce equivalent patient outcomes.”\textsuperscript{23} Of course, this study focuses on the kinds of patients whom APRNs and physicians are qualified to treat in common; there are many high risk or severely compromised patients whom APRNs do not treat.

The 2011 study, a meta-analysis examining twenty-nine separate patient outcomes (as opposed to patient preferences) from a total of sixty-nine studies conducted over eighteen years, demonstrated that in no category did patients experience more adverse outcomes under the care of APRNs than under that of physicians.\textsuperscript{24} In fact, APRNs’ patients presented more favorable outcomes in certain categories.\textsuperscript{25} In a 2012 report critical of expanded scope of practice legislation, the Physicians Foundation—whose mission is to oppose expansion of non-physicians’ scope of practice—acknowledged that “the research literature shows, without exception, that within their areas of training and experience, nurse practitioners provide care that is as good as or better than that provided by physicians.”\textsuperscript{26} The report goes on to question the validity of one of those studies, which it claims—without substantiation—is the definitive study on the topic, and fails to even mention the above 2011 study.\textsuperscript{27} The report suggests bias, observing without more that APRN advocates performed much of the research in the area.\textsuperscript{28}

The conflict of interest criticism asserted by the Physicians Foundation is ultimately disingenuous. A 1986 policy analysis submitted to Congress by the now-defunct Office of
Technology Assessment (OTA) found that “the weight of the evidence indicates that, within their areas of competence, NPs… and CNMs provide care whose quality is equivalent to that of care provided by physicians.” The OTA was committed to providing objective and non-partisan information to Congress; it was not prone to a pro-APRN bias. While that report is nearly thirty years old, no physicians’ groups have put forward subsequent research to refute it, and it has been substantially upheld by subsequent studies. Thus, the position of the AMA and the Physicians Foundation—that APRNs are objectively incapable of providing care equal to that of physicians—appears untenable.

**Institute of Medicine Recommendations for the States**

The IOM report recommends that state legislatures (1) Reform scope of practice regulations to conform to the National Council of State Boards of Nursing (NCSBN) Model Act and Rules; and (2) “Require third-party payers that participate in fee-for-service payment arrangements to provide direct reimbursement to [APRNs] who are practicing within their scope of practice under state law.” The NCBSN is a non-profit organization that coordinates state boards of nursing to solve common problems and matters of interest among them, ultimately creating this model legislation. This means that private insurance companies would have to reimburse APRNs directly for specific services if those services fall within a state’s scope of practice for APRNs, rather than requiring a collaborative agreement with a physician as they often do, even in states permitting untethered practice. A collaborative agreement is a metaphorical tether, binding APRNs to a supervising physician. A typical collaborative agreement, such as the kind required in New Jersey, requires the APRN and physician to establish joint protocols for the treatment of patients, and the immediate presence or electronic availability of the collaborating physician. The more onerous of such statutes requiring
agreements, like Missouri’s, contain stringent geographic proximity requirements and bi-
monthly review of patient charts. The main issue with such agreements is that they potentially
limit the services for and area in which an APRN can provide care, thus limiting consumers’
access, and limiting the APRN unnecessarily from full use of his or her training.

State statutes, along with regulations promulgated by state nursing boards, regulate
nursing practice and scope. In addition, states have medical practice acts that may affect
nursing scope of practice by prohibiting the practice of medicine by all but medical doctors.
These can lead to murky territory, in which the exact scope of practice for APRNs is not fully
delineated. It is therefore the province of state legislatures to enact reforms to scope of practice
laws. Consequently, it is in state legislatures where most of the battles are fought. The ultimate
goal of proponents of such legislation is to achieve full scope of practice for APRNs, including
prescriptive privileges, independent of collaborative agreements.

The NCBSN tracks how compliant the states are with the Consensus Model. There are
eleven states and one territory with a perfect NCSBN score for compliance. Iowa almost
achieved a perfect score, since the only requirement not met is the actual “APRN” title (Iowa’s
designation is “Advanced Registered Nurse Practitioner” or “ARNP”). However, the moniker
“APRN” has some legal significance for those practitioners who work across state lines. A
perfect score means that the state/territory has adopted all four APRN titles and roles (CNP,
CRNA, CNM, CNS, though some names may vary superficially), licensing, education, and
certification requirements, and perhaps most relevant to the immediate discussion, allows
independent practice and independent prescribing without written collaboration agreements. A
poor score means that the state has not adopted the nomenclature, and does not allow
independent practice. Among the lowest scoring states are New Jersey, Michigan, Florida, and
Alabama. In between are states that, inter alia, allow independent practice but not independent prescriptive rights (Wisconsin), or fully meet all licensing and title specifications but allow no independence (Texas), or give expanded rights to some APRNs, but not others (North Carolina).

Anecdotal evidence from New Jersey’s main sponsor of a bill eliminating collaborative agreements cites to a rural New Jersey APRN who was the primary provider for “thousands of patients,” who had to stop providing care when her supervising physician retired. Introduced in 2012 by Assemblywoman Nancy Munoz, the New Jersey Consumer Access to Healthcare Act would bring sweeping change to New Jersey scope of practice for APRNs. Specifically, it would entirely eliminate the need for any collaborative agreement between any APRN (all roles) and a physician, and it would also allow full prescriptive privileges for qualifying APRNs. This would bring New Jersey up to almost complete compliance with the Model Rules; the only non-compliant portion is that the proposed act continues to refer to Advanced Practice Nurses (APN), rather than APRNs.

The Executive Committee of the New Jersey Board of Medical Examiners opposed the Senate version of the Bill, expressing its opposition based upon three main concerns. They are concerned that under certain circumstances a physician should be brought in to give treatment, and the Bill erodes those circumstances; that the Bill could result in raised medical malpractice insurance premiums for physicians; and that consumers should be advised as to who (actual role of the practitioner and her education and title) is actually providing health care. As to the first complaint, there is no rational explanation as to why a physician could not be brought in if needed, even under the new language of the Act. The Act does not command APRNs to never contact a physician; it simply seeks to expand the scope of practice to the extent of training. It
should also be noted that even physicians have a duty to refer patients whose care exceeds their competence, and face malpractice suits if they fail in that duty; there is therefore no reason that APRNs should not face the same liability.\textsuperscript{55}

Regarding the second objection, there does not appear to be evidence that relaxed licensing laws cause malpractice premiums to increase. According to the National Bureau of Economic Research, for example, while restrictive scope of practice laws tend to lead to greater health care costs, more liberal laws lead to no change in malpractice premiums.\textsuperscript{56} Other sources show similar results.\textsuperscript{57} However, this is an evolving area of the law, whose scope cannot be covered in this article.

As to the objection that the public would not be adequately advised as to who provides their health care, that objection essentially tracks the AMA’s “Truth in Advertising” campaign.\textsuperscript{58} That campaign ostensibly seeks to keep health care consumers informed about who is providing their health care, but could effectively work to punish nurses who may legitimately lay claim to the title “Doctor,” such as APRNs who also have achieved a doctorate degree.\textsuperscript{59} While patients have a legitimate concern in knowing their provider’s qualifications, the proposed legislation in that campaign is largely duplicative of current state legislation which already protects patients from fraudulent representation of credentials, and it seeks to treat clinicians unequally, applying standards to nurses that are not applied to physicians.\textsuperscript{60}

The continuing objections in other states echo the same themes as New Jersey. The Michigan State Medical Society calls its state scope of nursing practice proposal “unproven and controversial.”\textsuperscript{61} While it is controversial (because medical societies keep objecting to it), it is obviously not unproven, given the breadth of similar laws already enacted.\textsuperscript{62} Florida’s bill proposing expansion allows the expansion of APRNs (in Florida, ARNPs) to practice
independently and prescribe controlled substances and narcotics, leading the Florida Medical Association to insinuate that doing so would “move backwards” in Florida’s fight to curb prescription medicine abuse. The Association cited no study supporting the insinuation that expansion would lead to prescription drug abuse, nor is the contention supported elsewhere. That bill subsequently died in committee. The Massachusetts Medical Society also toes the line set by the AMA, “arguing [expanded scope of practice] was contrary to an optimal physician-led, team-based health care delivery model and was a possible threat to patient safety.” Once again, no referral is made to any study revealing a possible threat.

The point is that while legislation on the issue is active in many states, states’ medical societies oppose expanded scope of practice. And most of those medical societies have significant lobbying influence. Consequently, much of the scope of practice legislation on the slate for 2014 died, either in committee, or was voted down, or vetoed. Expanded scope of practice is getting heard in the states, but the opposition, coming almost solely from physicians’ groups, is as fierce as it is unfounded in science.

Perhaps the best strategy for APRN advocates, then, is a piecemeal strategy. The laws getting struck down are largely laws that propose sweeping legislation that immediately conform to the Model Act. As such, the Nebraska Governor spoke of his willingness to enact smaller changes. What may find success is tying independence to some sort of clinical experience regime, perhaps which will eventually be understood as a residency or equivalent. For example, successful scope of practice expansion has been achieved when the legislation requires nurses to have a certain threshold of clinical experience within a collaborative agreement scheme before they may be untethered, and strike out on their own. It has been observed that law passage is biased in some states toward incremental, rather than comprehensive change, and adding
mandated hours of clinical experience may be the middle ground that ushers in more successful legislation.\textsuperscript{74}

Finally, the IOM report recommends that states require third-party payers to pay direct reimbursement to APRNs.\textsuperscript{75} This provision was added because “few if any third-party payers recognize nursing services that aren't bundled with medical management and, therefore, nursing services are not directly reimbursed.”\textsuperscript{76} In short, nurses can’t get paid unless a physician who does the billing on their behalf is supervising them. As such, APRNs received reimbursement “indirectly, incident to physicians, and at a considerably lower rate.”\textsuperscript{77} Such reimbursement schemes create a \textit{de facto} tether to physicians. Independence issues aside, the outcomes for patients tend to improve with intervention from nurses, and without an accounting mechanism for nurse intervention that direct reimbursement could supply, valuable care may be lost.\textsuperscript{78}

Thus, there is an arbitrary reimbursement system in place, which discriminates against APRNs, without regard for patient outcomes. Of course, this proposition calls forth the philosophical question of whether providers are paid for the quality of their outcomes, or the quality, quantity and cost of their educations; to wit: should a physician receive more reimbursement for her treatment of strep throat than a nurse practitioner for the exact same treatment, because the physician presumably has the greater education? Under a fee-for-service regime, does supposed expertise have a bearing on outcomes? Regardless of these more esoteric considerations, the point of the IOM recommendation is, presumably, to pay people directly for the health care they actually can provide, rather than filter that payment through unnecessary middlemen.

The facts favoring the expansion of the scope of practice for Advanced Practice Registered Nurses are compelling, and momentum is entirely in favor of expansion. The ball is
in the courts of the legislatures, however, and though change may occur incrementally, it continues to roll in favor of expansion. A legislature’s decision must be properly informed by objective study and careful consideration, by the opinions of both physicians and nurses, and by the concern for the overall health and welfare of state populations.
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